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Vladimir Putin & Ronald Noble,

I take it that Putin 'handles ICC'?

In the past few week Dutch AVOs - HCSS & Clingendael and even TNO Security & Defence - could have 
stopped the growing dictatorship NL, based on my new letters & sites.
But they don't want to!

Personally,  'I don't get the message'...
AVO-employees prefer to build War  instead of  a States of law. 
My ICC-case against NL is a joke to them!  Why?
AVO-employees  would  have a more comfortable job - implementing NL-law against war - and will also 
get payed for it very well, if they only would be prepared to stop Balkenende & Co.
Its much easier to build a State of Law than a War-zone, from this location!
 
My websites are in december open for 3 years. The Devil is one of the regular readers. 
Its doesn't come as a suprise  to me  'that NL-AVOs & NGOs rather be War-makers than Peace-builders', 
but... they are moving on to the next platform of violence. Mass-murders;  genocide thanks to ICT.
  
Over the past years , I estimated that  about 3000 people  die under suspicious circumstances in NL-
prison, nursery-homes, children-homes...enz... Numbers are increasing! 
You can judge for yourself = only last months patients where killed in psychiatric hospitals & elderly-
homes....   So, NL is not more of a Saint then Russia is!

AVO-employees in power 'have NO intention to change their policies'!
They want NL to be a lawless country. Want the Dutch supreme court to be a terrorist. 
Want OTP of ICC to be a sanctimonious Dictator - protecting Balkenende & co - travelling around the 
World as 'the Happy liars'. 
ICC takes misadvantage of this weakness of AVO-employees & Balkenende & co. So do UN, NATO & EU. 

Now, you may explain to me 'what will happen next'.
Russia for example, has a history of violence  I refer to.
Russia is on the way to a better life with more justice for everybody, while NL falls back into history. 
Russia is making New laws for a better Social Business Structures, while NL is writing New dictator-laws 
which weaken the legal position of civilians. 

The financial-crisis is a gift from the Devil for NL- & EU-dictators!
They can draw away the attention from the fact that they make civilians lawless, want legal systems to 
be highly corrupt. The NL-dictators in charge 'Love to see the people fight against their psychopatic 
murder-rituals'!

Readers of my sites know that I have been trying to break down the NL-serial-killers, but I failed. 
I underestimated the criminal-activities taking place within ICC itself. Or within UNHCHR, Counter 
Terrorism Commissions....enz...    

I am the only individual in the Netherlands who can actually turn Dictatorship-NL into a State 
of Law again. Who can stop crimes taking place within ICC. 
But... I do have small problem = 'I need terrorists to assasinate/ remove  NL-dictators. 
To remove President & Prosecutors of ICC, to make ICC-judges work as judges are supposed 
to work'.

There are NO Normal-thinking people anymore in NL, when it comes to justice.
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Russia...
You turn me into a politician!

I don't want to be a politician, 
because I have to have myself tortured & killed.

& 

I can't give NLF Young adults a social business mentality, 
as long as I can only fight against crimes takingplace within ICC.

From this coördinate my ICC-case makes  NL-dictators stronger & more violent, thanks to the 
corrupt President & Prosecutors of ICC'.    There will be No justice, whatsoever. 
Not here, not in the Middle East, Afghanistan, Asia...

You use my talks, but you don't aknowledge me as a unique war-victum, at danger.
When you want me to win this ICC-case - and make Russia more trustworthy & influential 
globally - you have to recognize me as a war-victum first. 

There's work to do!

The only correct way to clean up ICC:
● Foreigners underestimate the danger ICC causes. 

Put truth on the table, every day!

● ALL current prisonors of ICC have to be released, now OTP is a war-criminal itself

● The ICC-case against NL has to be the first New case, to prove ICC wants to be a fair 
court of law for ALL statemembers and their civilians

● Can somebody give the ICC-judges a few NL-lawbooks and some schedules?

● Some NL-AVOs & NGOs need to be closed

● Civilians in the Far East, Middle-East, Asia....enz... need to be educated with truth about 
ICC and self-protection.  Remove the lies President & Prosecutors and AVOs & NGOs 
disctributed over Earth, over the past years. 

● Victum-care within ICC has to be a self-suporting unit. Now there is NO victum-care, 
NO legal advice for lawless individuals who bring a Lawcase to OTP.  According to 
legislation there has to be a Victum-fund, but there is NO such thing for ALL victums.

● ICC website manipulates truth. 

There is a difference between 'work and manipulations'.

Russia, you are manipulating: 
● 'Wishing somebody within ICC will wake up spontaniously and start to work as a fair 

person. Start the lawcase against Balkenende & co for world-peace'. 
This is not going to happen!  Taliban killing NATO is more a realistic scenario...

● Hitler is reïncarnated in this country = brainwash-systems Hitler used are now being 
implementend again with ICT.  
Vladimir Putin, you are a bastard. You know more about Hitler than I do!  
So, why don't you stop OTP of ICC? You want Taliban to kill NATO?  Thats stupid!

'You are not used to put truth on te table to defend yourself with.....?'

And which part of this skill is so difficult?



● When Russia continues to manipulate, Dmitry Medvedev can't build credits and the 
Moscow Stock-exchange will always be weak.          And you know I am right!

I have been right over the past 16 months... Every single minute of it.

Vladimir Putin, 

Are you going to rescue the only Dutch woman - Me - 
who can rescue Russia... 

Or are you going to have her tortured & killed by ICC?    

Do you believe Gods & Goddesses will give you 'a carte blance' 
to do so? Based on what evidence, exactly?

Interpol
You have to publish the contracts you signed with ICC on your website.
And you have to prove to the world 'that you want evidence that proves ICC is a trustworthy 
court of law.

Ronald Noble,

Are you going to protect Criminal ICC-employees or ICC-victums? 

Have a straightforward day, 
desiree stokkel 
donkerelaan 39 
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